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Opening Reception: Friday, 25 November 2022, 5 - 8 pm (Artist will be present)

Borrowing Childhood Light 借用童年的光, 2022, acrylic, gesso and pastel on canvas,
60 by 50 cm. Courtesy of the artist and JPS Gallery.

JPS Gallery is pleased to present Light, a solo exhibition by Jackie Lam a.k.a. 009 on view at FOAM
CONTEMPORARY , Tokyo. Indicating the end of the artist’s Galaxy Trilogy series which encapsulated
009’s re ection upon a signi cant turning point in his life, Light marks the beginning of a new
chapter in his personal and creative journey after he decided to let go of the past and move
forward in life.
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His new series of ceramics and canvas works demonstrate the transformation of 009’s inner
psyche as he navigates the new path he is taking. By documenting and sharing his pilgrimage he
hopes to encourage the audience to see the positive in every situation. 009 shares, “Light exudes a
sense of warmth, hope and new beginnings. We are destined to have dark days in our life, but ‘light’

will always appear in different forms. We do not know how or when it will appear, it could be
something, someone, or an opportunity.”
009’s dynamic and emotionally charged painterly technique re ects the trials and tribulations he
has experienced during his continuous exploration of the philosophy of life. And even though the
presented series expresses his personal growth and unique experiences, 009 encourages the
audience to seek new meanings and come up with their own interpretations of his works. Yet,
according to artist, in Real Shadow the play with light and shadows represents the facade we put up
when meeting people versus our true selves when we are alone. And similar to how light refracts
and looses its intensity when travelling from one planet to another, the messages we perceive may
not hold the same meaning as intended, Mars comments upon the lack of effective communication
within a modern society.

About Jackie Lam a.k.a. 009
009 engages in the dialogue between reality and fantasy in a distinct international style, exploring
philosophy and psychology topics while making frequent references to speci c environments and
locations.
The artist’s love for comics is re ected in his endearingly eccentric works and in his artist name
009, which is a homage to the manga series Cyborg 009 by legendary manga artist Shotaro
Ishinomori. He draws inspiration from Japanese manga, comics and European modernist
movements, wielding these various methods to create emotionally saturated visuals manifested
through his vivid and vibrant works. There is a unique warmth to his work that is endearing,
relatable, yet re ective to many.
009 graduated from the First Institute of Art and Design and worked as a toy designer and theme
park architect before beginning his artistic journey as an illustrator and cartoonist. In 2009, he
published his rst illustration book Drawin9 Life. Besides painting, 009 also produces art toys,
including his most recent character, astronaut Unio, that were met with immense popularity across
Asia.

About JPS Gallery
Established in Hong Kong in 2014 and later in Japan, Paris and Barcelona, JPS Gallery is an
independent contemporary art gallery presenting works of emerging and established artists from
around the world.
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The gallery is founded with a passionate spirit that dedicates to the new digital age and the
exploration of the world of ne art and pop culture. We aim to create an innovative environment

for a new generation of artists and collectors, fostering a creative space for all. We focus on fun
and playful works of the era that spans across different mediums and disciplines, showcasing a
discerning selection of works that embody the aesthetics of today.
We are committed to supporting the culture and art scene both in Japan and Hong Kong, creating
a vibrant local art community. The gallery regularly presents works of emerging artists in our
gallery spaces as well as international art fairs, giving them a platform to gain global exposure,
supporting young artists to launch their careers. JPS has also been an active contributor to society
and the local art scene by sponsoring various charity events and auctions.

Location
FOAM CONTEMPORARY
6-10-1 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0061

Media Enquiry
For media enquires and press preview, please contact
Yuri Nagai | yuri@jpsgallery.com

Social Media Hashtags
@009lifejam @jpsgallery
#light #jackielam #009 #jpsgallery

Key Highlights | Light

Red sun, 2022
Acrylic, gesso and pastel on canvas
84 by 84 cm
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Blue moon, 2022
Acrylic, gesso and pastel on canvas
84 by 84 cm
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Spirit of Light 光之精靈, 2022
Acrylic, gesso and pastel on canvas
60 by 50 cm
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Flaming Eyes 燃燒的眼睛, 2022
Acrylic, gesso and pastel on canvas
60 by 50 cm
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Flaming Eyes 燃燒的眼睛, 2022
Ceramics
H26 by W17 by D10.5 cm

